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FOR A COMPANY INVOLVED IN MINING and construction
activities in the Canadian North, surviving the elements is
a constant struggle for its workers. But at Nuna Logistics,
managing software licensing agreements was becoming almost
an equally difficult proposition.
The mining and construction services firm operates from
several locations throughout the north, ranging from remote
mine sites to offices in Yellowknife and Rankin Inlet, Nunavut.
During the winter months, however, the company builds
ice roads that provide access to and through many of the
exploration and mine sites in Nunavut and the Northwest
Territories. These heavy-haul ice roads, which can run several
hundred kilometres north from Yellowknife to Nunavut,
have been featured on the popular reality TV series Ice Road
Truckers.
Nuna Logistics’ permanent and temporary employees go online
from temporary branch offices throughout the arctic and work
day and night to complete their projects.
“We’re very much a project-driven company, so our user count
tends to go up and down throughout the year. As a result, our
IT department has to react quickly to deploy new hardware and
software,” said Darryl Turner, IT manager at Nuna Logistics.
For an IT team that has a grand total of four staff members,
managing the fluctuating software license requests became
a serious issue, even delaying PC deployments to employees
in the field as well as new application deployments at the
Administration office.
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the road to streamlined license

Arctic mining services and construction firm Nuna Logistics can
keep track of its PCs without counting software licenses.
The company’s software environment is dominated by Microsoft
technologies. To help streamline the delivery and management of its
current crop of licenses as well as any expansion plans in the near
future, Turner and his IT team worked with CDW Canada to develop
a Microsoft volume licensing agreement. The three year Enterprise
Agreement (EA) is a buying program typically used by large
companies that standardize on Microsoft software applications.
The EA covers a minimum license count of 250 desktop PC users
at a predictable annual price per PC and is customizable to each
individual customer.

streamlined agreement that requires almost no time commitment
to manage. “The more branch locations you have the harder it is to
manage the license acquisition model manually,” Turner said. “With
the agreement, we don’t have to spend time and effort on managing
licenses. We can now pay attention to other end user and support
issues.” Turner added that CDW was instrumental in bringing in a
licensing expert that had many years of experience in dealing with
Microsoft software licenses. CDW’s Microsoft Licensing Specialist
helped Nuna Logistics develop a detailed solution by working to
identify all of the short- and long-term needs the company had.

The software licensing agreement is streamlining Nuna Logistics’
procurement and budgeting process by allowing Turner and his IT
staff the ability to centrally purchase and manage their licenses once
a year and in one place. Despite the fact that the EA covers more
licenses than Nuna Logistics’ current user count, the agreement is
actually easier to manage and more cost effective than manually
buying and renewing the licenses.

“Having somebody at the table that understands these agreements and
can walk you through the pros and cons of how they will work in your
organization was a great benefit,” he said. “We’ll continue to work with
them as other licensing needs roll in.” For Turner and his team, one of the
aspects that makes their roles in IT so challenging is putting together a
strategy that allows people to go to remote northern areas and do their
jobs on low- bandwidth, very high-latency connections. “You know the
equipment is going to be down at various points in the year,” he said. “You
can’t rely on them to be on all the time. This agreement helps take the
time consuming effort of managing software licenses off our plate and
lets us worry about more important issues. From now on, when we start
doing more work in the Northwest Territories and have to put together
systems, we know the licensing is handled.”

This agreement helps take the time
consuming effort of managing software
licenses off our plate and lets us worry
about more important issues.
In addition to eliminating the need to track their current licenses and
estimate future fluctuations, the volume licensing agreement has sped
along almost every software initiative Turner and his team have taken
on. Before working with CDW to build the agreement, Nuna Logistics
planned to roll out the new Microsoft Lync communications suite to its
end users. Instead of a licensing package that worked across all of its
Microsoft products, the company would have had to spend time, money
and energy developing a specific agreement for how many licenses it
would need. The IT department would have to manually anticipate any
increase or decrease in hiring for the year, which would delay the rollout.

In addition to working with Nuna Logistics to rollout the new software
licensing agreement, CDW will continue to work with Turner and
his IT team to expand their capabilities in such a remote, northern
environment. The main benefit of volume licensing for Nuna Logistics,
is the fact that the agreement will be automatically adjusted to reflect
any end user changes at the end of the year. “On the anniversary
date, we’ll do a count of the licenses and if we’ve gone up by 20 or
so, we’ll add the licenses on and our billing is adjusted to reflect the
changes,” Turner said. With the ability to add and drop licenses as it
sees fit, Turner said his small IT department can confidently adapt
to any software infrastructure needs. The focus now, he said, is
continuing to work on more pressing end user support issues.

With the new EA, Turner and his staff don’t have to spend any time
during the procurement process estimating how many licenses they
might need. Going forward, Nuna Logistics has a standardized and

That means spending more time helping employees work together
on building ice roads and less time stressing out over software
license keys.
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